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This course will discuss the selection and 

organization of a building committee, the selection of 

design professionals, the creation of a team from the 

aforementioned groups, the pros and cons of various 

construction delivery methods, and lessons learned 

from past projects.

Course
Description



Learning Objectives

1. At the end of the program, 

participants will be able to comprehend 
the selection and organization of a 
building committee, and the selection 
of design professionals, using examples.

2. At the end of the program, 
participants will be able to understand 
the pros and cons of the current 
construction delivery methods, and the 
associated construction contracts, in 
order to decide which applies best to a 
given situation, using examples

At the end of the this course, participants will be able to:

3. At the end of the program, participants 
will be able to compare and contrast the 
attributes of various contractors, develop a 
good short list of contractors, and identify 
the best-equipped contractor for their 
project and not just the best presenter 
and/or salesman, using examples

4. By the end of the program, participants 
will learn how to be well prepared for their 
contract negotiations with the selected 
contractor, and learn some of the tricks 
that contractors use to gain an advantage, 
mostly as it applies to presenting their fee 
and General Conditions, using examples



Order of this Presentation

• Compare the three most common delivery 
methods 
(Will zero in on a trend toward both CMR 
and Design Build)

• Discuss ways the owner should prepare to 
maximize the benefits of each method.



Owner preparation for CM and Design/Build

Establish whole Project budget

Select the design professionals 

Develop a shortlist of contractors

Identify the best of the shortlist to select

Negotiate with the selected contractor



Personal goal 

• Give you an insiders view. 

• Be a friend, whose only agenda is to 

help your church building projects run 

as  smoothly as possible. 



My 
background 
with that in 

mind







Some Aunts and Uncles

I  hear voices



Other Background Info
• Worked in the field from age 12

• BS Tulane in Structural Engineering

• MBA Tulane

• Structural Engineer Registered In GA

• Member GA Board of Regents Facilities Advisory Board.

• Past President AGC of GA

• Board of Governors of AGC of America

• Board of Catholic Foundation of Diocese of Savannah

• Diocese of Savannah Bishop Gartland Service Award



Our Firm’s experience
over last 68 years

• 213 projects for Diocese of Savannah

• 94 projects for the Sisters of Mercy



General Wisdom

• The total Cost of Ownership can be between 3.5 and 
10 times the initial cost.

• See: 
http://www.buildersassociation.org/docs/Education/Estimating%20Academy/Mark%20Gardner%20Total%20Cost%20of%20
Ownership.pdf

http://www.facilities.uiowa.edu/infolibrary/DesigningforStewardship%28APPANovDec06%29.pdf

• You can control any two of the following three 
characteristics:  Price, Quality, or Schedule.  

• LEED as a sustainable building measure is loosing its 
appeal. Sustainable construction is not.

http://www.buildersassociation.org/docs/Education/Estimating Academy/Mark Gardner Total Cost of Ownership.pdf
http://www.facilities.uiowa.edu/infolibrary/DesigningforStewardship(APPANovDec06).pdf


Design Bid Build Characteristics
• Familiar

• Simple to manage

• Must have a fully defined scope 

• Architect and Builder are accountable to the owner

• Could be the least expensive method

• Maximum participation by contractors

• Linear process relative to time and schedule

• Price is not established until after the bids

• Quality is hard to control

• Can foster adversarial relationships



Design Bid Build with qualified 
Contractors and/or selected sub-

contractors

• You can better control the quality and keep it 
in the family



Construction Management at Risk

• Contractor is selected on qualifications, not low price

• Contractor provides preconstruction services at 
some level

• Continuous budget control is possible

• Control of subcontractors by the owner is possible

• Fast track scheduling is possible

• If a real team is formed the project should lead to a 
better solution for the owner



• Disputes should be greatly reduced or 
eliminated.

• It takes skill to select the right team members, 
but a close nit team can do wonders.

• Greater flexibility in changes but not perfect 
for this

• The initial cost of the building may be greater 
than hard bid.

Construction Management at Risk (Cont.)



Design Build

• Single point of responsibility

• Contractor is selected based on qualifications and not low price

• Can be slightly faster than Construction Management

• GMP can be established the earliest by this method

• Price tends to match quality for better or worse. (see above)  

• No check and balance between contractor and architect 

• It is hard for the owner to determine if he has gotten the best deal 
or not.



Owner Preparation
Roles and experience needed on the Building 
Committee

• A gate keeper
• A big audacious visionary
• An accountant type to pair with the visionary
• Someone familiar with construction preferably a 

builder and a designer
• Some who will work and live in the facility
• Young and older parishioners
• Business people



Owner Preparation
• First Business for the Building Committee

Decide on the big picture needs of the project.
Be willing to dream
The most important decisions on any project are the ones 
made early as they set the course for the rest of the 
project.

Set the overall project budget to cover land, soft costs, 
design and construction, FF&E, move in expense, etc.



Example of big picture thinking

• From: “Simple pre-school building to replace 
the dilapidated trailer that now houses over 
crowded classes for three and four year old 
children”

• To: A campus that proclaimed the sacredness 
of a holy ground where a saint of the Church 
once dwelt while also conveying a common 
ground where people of all faiths or no faith 
could feel welcome.”



Resetting the goals



Objectives based on new thought

• Get rid of the Sea of Asphalt

• Make it safer for pedestrians around the 
school

• Add security on the perimeter

• Create a campus that celebrates Saint Mother 
Katherine Drexel

• Create places for prayer during the day











Sea of Asphalt before



Calming the Sea



Dealing with uninviting locations



Come join with me on the porch



Hiding the not so attractive



A better entrance to the annex



Hiding more ugly



Effective screening



Owner Preparation (Continued)
• First Business for the Building Committee

Decide on the big picture needs of the project.
Be willing to dream
The most important decisions on any project are the ones 
made early as they set the course for the rest of the 
project.

Select a delivery method

Do your homework on various Designers and Constructors



Owner Preparation Continued
Homework on various Designers and Constructors

Visit websites
Does the info on the website agree with what they put in 
the RFQ or say in an interview? 

Ask designers about constructors and vice versa

Find out who are the previous clients and respected trade 
contractors are and ask them questions.  Get to the ones that 
are not on the proposed teams list of references.

Right size the designers and constructors for your project



Questions about a designer

What is your experience with this designer?  

How complete are his plans?  

Describe how he handles mistakes in the plans.

Describe if they are team players.



Questions about a constructor

• What is your experience with this constructor? 

• Describe how well the constructor organizes his work. 

• How does he pay his bills?

• How does he handle Change Orders

• How does he handle backcharges

• Is the job ready when you are called to come work?



Example of what can go wrong













Next Steps
• Select someone to write the Request for 

proposals.  This depends on the delivery 
method and circumstances of the project.

• Define scoring criteria for shortlists and if 
there will be interviews.

• Review proposal’s and make shortlist(s).



Tips on defining scoring criteria
Look at the experience of company but more importantly, the 
experience of the PM and Superintendent assigned to your job.

Experience may not trump passion for your project.

Business stability and reputation for fair dealing is important

Right size the team for the project. Big firms require big overhead 
but small firms may not have the expertise you need.

Is location relative to job important?

References from owners architects and sub contractors are very 
important.



Contractors view on evaluating the 
presentation

• A smooth presentation is not nearly as important 
as one that dives into the details of your job.

• Make sure you are speaking to the people who 
will be doing the actual work on your job.

• Don’t let flash get in the way of solid thought. 
This is not a beauty contest.



Contractors view on evaluating fee

• Total Building Cost is 3½ to 10 time Construction 
Cost.

• Using a contractor who does not bond his subs 
can save 1½ to 2% of the cost of the job.

• Trade contractors price CMs differently depending 
on how organized the CM is.

• CM also gets paid based on General Conditions
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